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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION 
 

LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION’S 
COMMITTEE ON REAPPORTIONMENT AND REDISTRICTING 

(Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 1, File No. 95, Statutes of Nevada 1999) 
 
This summary presents the recommendation to the 71st Session of the Nevada Legislature by 
the Legislative Commission’s Committee on Reapportionment and Redistricting. 
 
 

SUMMARY OF 
PROPOSED RULES FOR REAPPORTIONMENT AND REDISTRICTING 

BY THE 2001 NEVADA LEGISLATURE 
 
The Committee recommended adoption of redistricting rules in accordance with the 
document titled “Proposed Rules for Reapportionment and Redistricting by the 
2001 Nevada Legislature.”  These suggested rules appear in their entirety in Appendix D 
to this report and address the following general topics: 
 
1. Equality of Representation—State legislative districts must have only minor deviations 

in population between districts, and the population of each of the Nevada 
congressional districts must be as nearly equal as is practicable.  Equality of 
population in accordance with the standards for state legislative districts also is the 
goal of redistricting for the State Board of Education and the Board of Regents. 

 
2. Population Database for Redistricting—The total state population, and the population 

of defined subunits thereof, as determined by the 2000 census shall be the exclusive 
database for redistricting by the Nevada Legislature. 

 
3. Districts—All district boundaries created by a redistricting plan must follow the census 

geography. 
 
4. Procedures for Redistricting Committees—A legislator or member of the public may 

present to the redistricting committees (the committee in each house having 
jurisdiction over legislative measures relating to redistricting) any plans or proposals 
relating to redistricting, including proposals for redistricting specific districts or all of 
the state legislative districts, congressional districts, districts for the Board of Regents, 
or districts for the State Board of Education for consideration by the redistricting 
committees.  Bill draft requests (including bills in skeletal form) setting forth specific 
boundaries of the state legislative districts, congressional districts, districts for the 
Board of Regents, or districts for the State Board of Education (and amendments 
affecting a majority of the state legislative districts) may only be requested by the 
chairmen of the redistricting committees.  The chairmen of the redistricting 
committees shall be limited to one request each for a bill draft setting forth the specific 
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boundaries of the state legislative districts, one request each for a bill draft for setting 
forth specific boundaries of the congressional districts, one request each for a bill 
draft setting forth the specific boundaries of the districts for the Board of Regents, 
and one request each for a bill draft setting forth the specific boundaries of the 
districts of the State Board of Education. 

 
5. Compliance With the Voting Rights Act—The redistricting committees will not 

consider a plan that violates Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, which prohibits any 
state from imposing any voting qualification, standard, practice, or procedure that 
results in the denial or abridgment of any United States citizen’s right to vote on 
account of race, color, or status as a member of a language minority group.  In 
addition, the redistricting committees will not consider a plan that is racially 
gerrymandered.  For the purpose of analyzing the 2000 census data, the redistricting 
committees shall adopt the method set forth in the United States Office of 
Management and Budget Bulletin No. 00-02 for aggregating and allocating the 
63 categories of race data that will be reported to Nevada by the Census Bureau as 
part of the federal decennial census. 

 
6. Public Participation—The redistricting committees shall seek and encourage public 

participation in all aspects of the reapportionment and redistricting activities and the 
widest range of public input into the deliberations relating to those activities.  In 
addition, the Legislative Counsel Bureau shall make available to the public copies of 
the validated 2000 census database for the cost of reproducing the database, and the 
redistricting committees shall make available for review by the public, copies of all 
maps prepared at the direction of the committees. 
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REPORT TO THE 71st SESSION OF THE NEVADA LEGISLATURE 
BY THE LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION’S COMMITTEE ON 

REAPPORTIONMENT AND REDISTRICTING 
 

 
I.  INTRODUCTION 

 
This report is submitted in compliance with Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 1  (File No. 95, 
Statutes of Nevada 1999) of the 70th Session of the Nevada Legislature.  This resolution directs 
the Legislative Commission to study the requirements for reapportionment and redistricting in 
this state in conjunction with the data from the 2000 decennial census.  Please see Appendix A.  
The Legislative Commission appointed the Committee on Reapportionment and Redistricting to 
carry out the requirements of S.C.R. No. 1.  Legislative members of the Committee are: 
 

Senator Ann O’Connell, Chairwoman 
Senator William J. Raggio 
Senator Dean A. Rhoads 

Senator Dina Titus 
Assemblywoman Barbara E. Buckley 

Assemblyman Joseph E. Dini, Jr. 
Assemblywoman Chris Giunchigliani 

Assemblyman Lynn C. Hettrick 
 
Legislative Counsel Bureau (LCB) staff services for the Committee were provided by 
Robert E. Erickson, Research Director; Vance A. Hughey, Principal Research Analyst, 
Research Division; Michael J. Stewart, Senior Research Analyst, Research Division; Brian L. 
Davie, Legislative Services Officer, Las Vegas Office; Scott G. Wasserman, Chief Deputy 
Legislative Counsel, Legal Division; William L. Keane, Deputy Legislative Counsel, Legal 
Division; Allan M. Smith, Manager, Information Systems Unit; and Kathy L. Steinle, 
Geographic Information System (GIS) Specialist, Information Systems Unit.  Secretarial 
services were provided by Susan Furlong Reil, Principal Research Secretary, Research 
Division. 
 
In this report, the Committee has provided a comprehensive review of the issues related to 
reapportionment and redistricting.  Only information that bears directly upon the scope of the 
study and the Committee’s recommendation is included.  All other supporting documents and 
minutes of meetings are on file with the LCB’s Research Library. 
 
A. Background Information 
 
 The 1999 Nevada Legislature created an interim study committee on reapportionment and 

redistricting in anticipation of the 2000 decennial census.  This Committee consists of 
eight members—four from the Senate and four from the Assembly.  The members include 
the leadership of each party in each house and represent legislative districts in 
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Clark County, Washoe County, and the rural counties.  The Committee operates under the 
Legislative Commission and is responsible to study and make recommendations to the 
2001 Legislature concerning the requirements for reapportionment and redistricting in 
Nevada. 

 
 The 2001 Nevada Legislature is responsible for redrawing the districts of a number of 

elected officers based on the results of the 2000 census and the “one person, one vote” 
principle.  This will be a time-consuming and somewhat contentious project for the 
Legislature, since the resulting districts will be in effect for a ten-year period.  The 
Legislature must redraw the districts of the members of the Legislature.  There currently 
are 21 senators and 42 Assembly members, but the 2001 Legislature may change those 
numbers as long as the total number of members does not exceed 75 and the Assembly is 
from two to three times larger than the Senate.  The Legislature also must redraw the 
districts of the State Board of Education and the University and Community College 
System of Nevada’s (UCCSN’s) Board of Regents.  Currently, these bodies each have 
11 members.  Nevada has adequate population to gain a third congressional seat for the 
first time in our state’s history.  The Legislature must divide the state’s population as 
nearly as practicable into thirds for these three members of the United States (U.S.) House 
of Representatives. 

 
B. Key Issues 
 
 Among other things, the interim study committee has been advised by LCB staff; the 

U.S. Department of Commerce, Census Bureau (Census Bureau); and other expert 
witnesses that: 

 
• The detailed census information for each Nevada county, all the way down to the 

precinct and block level, will not be released to the state until sometime in March 2001.  
This leaves the Legislature with only about ten weeks—until June 4, 2001—within 
which to reapportion and redistrict certain districts in the state and complete all of its 
other business.   

 
• While all parts of the state are expected to show growth over the past decade, 

Clark County’s has been the greatest.  It is estimated that almost 1.4 million of the 
state’s nearly 2 million people live in Clark County, which is approximately 
68.7 percent of the state total.  (In 1990, Clark County represented 61.7 percent of the 
state total.)  Appendix B, Chart I. 

 
• Currently 13 of the 21 senators and 26 of the 42 members of the Assembly represent 

districts in Clark County.  If legislative seats are not added next session, it is projected 
that Clark County will gain one and one-half Senate districts and three Assembly 
districts.  Of course, this will cause a corresponding loss of one and one-half Senate 
districts and three Assembly districts in northern and rural Nevada.  Appendix B, 
Charts I, II, and III.   
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• If the existing number of legislative districts in northern and rural Nevada (8 Senate 
districts and 16 Assembly districts) is retained, the Legislature apparently would have 
to be expanded to the full 75 members (25 senators and 50 assemblymen).  This 
approach would result in four new Senate districts and eight new Assembly districts, all 
in Clark County.  Appendix B, Charts I, II, III, and IV.   

  
• Alternatively, the Legislature could decide to expand its size to a point somewhere 

between the current composition (63 members) and the maximum possible 
(75 members).  For example, if the Legislature expanded to 70 members (23 senators 
and 47 assemblymen), it is projected that Clark County would gain three new Senate 
districts and six districts in the Assembly; further, it would result in a net loss of 
approximately one Senate district and one Assembly district in northern and rural 
Nevada.  Appendix B, Charts II, III, and IV. 

 
• When the Legislature last redistricted in 1991, the average population in a 

single-member Senate district was 57,230.  The average Assembly district population 
was half that number:  28,615.  Depending on the number of seats selected for each 
house when the Legislature redistricts the state in 2001, the average Assembly district 
will range in size from approximately 40,000 (50-member option) to nearly 48,000 
(42-member option), with each Senate district between almost 80,000 (25-member 
option) and about 95,000 (21-member option).  Appendix B, Charts I, II, III, and IV. 

 
C. Committee Accomplishments 
 
 Accomplishments of the Committee during the 1999-2001 interim period include the 

following: 
 

• Authorized continued participation in Census Bureau programs with respect to mapping 
and statistical products. 

 
• Selected Digital Engineering Corporation’s autoBound software for Nevada’s 

2001 reapportionment and redistricting. 
 

• Directed staff of the LCB to prepare and distribute on a regular basis a newsletter, 
Redistricting News. 

 
• Supported a statewide public awareness campaign of Census 2000, including a written 

recommendation to the Interim Finance Committee to appropriate funds to enhance the 
campaign.  Appendix C. 

 
• Authorized the purchase of two training workstations to be used to prepare for the 

2001 reapportionment and redistricting effort, one of which is situated at the Legislative 
Building in Carson City and the other at the Grant Sawyer State Office Building in 
Las Vegas.  These workstations may be used by the public during the 2001 Session.   
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• Approved placement of redistricting workstations within the leadership offices of each 

caucus in each house of the Nevada Legislature for use during the 2001 Session. 
 

• Made recommendations concerning time frames for accomplishing redistricting in the 
2001 Session. 

 
• Approved the “Rules for Reapportionment and Redistricting by the 2001 Nevada 

Legislature.”  Appendix D. 
 

• Authorized the creation of an elections database to assist in the reapportionment and 
redistricting process. 

 
• Received testimony and information from: 

 
1. Legislative Counsel Bureau staff, including background and historical data and 

reports on legal issues and principles; 
 

2. Census Bureau representatives pertaining to Census 2000;  
 

3. Nevada’s Secretary of State regarding efforts to educate the public on the 
importance of census participation;  

 
4. Members of Nevada’s congressional delegation or their representatives; and 
 
5. Other interested parties concerning Census 2000 and reapportionment and 

redistricting.   
 
 

II.  COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES 
 
The Committee on Reapportionment and Redistricting held five meetings as follows: 
 
• October 20, 1999, in Carson City and videoconferenced to Las Vegas—David A. 

Byerman, Chief Government Liaison for Nevada, Census Bureau, Sparks, Nevada, 
presented information concerning the importance to Nevada of obtaining a complete and 
accurate count of all Nevadans Census Day, April 1, 2000.  Staff of LCB’s Research, 
Legal, and Administrative Divisions presented projected statistical data together with 
current and historical information concerning the activities of the Nevada Legislature and 
the Census Bureau on the census, reapportionment, and redistricting.   

 
The Committee approved a staff proposal to reinitiate a “redistricting newsletter” up to and 
immediately following the 2001 Legislative Session.  The Committee also authorized 
continued use of Digital Engineering Corporation’s autoBound software for the redistricting 
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needs of the 2001 Legislature.  This software program was used by LCB staff for the 
Phase 2 Voting District Project mapping in cooperation with the Census Bureau.   

 
• January 19, 2000, in Las Vegas and videoconferenced to Carson City—The Committee 

received reports concerning the 2000 decennial census from Secretary of State Dean 
Heller, representatives of the Census Bureau, Nevada’s congressional delegation, and 
regional committees in Nevada promoting the census.  The Committee approved sending a 
generic letter to the Legislature’s Interim Finance Committee supporting, in concept, the 
Secretary of State’s proposal for funding of a media campaign to promote Census 2000.  
Appendix C.   

 
Staff of the LCB also presented information to the Committee concerning:  (1) the 
geographic dispersion of tax revenues based on population [Appendix E]; (2) geographical 
considerations on the distribution and number of legislators; (3) Phase 2 of the Census 
Bureau’s Voting District Project; and (4) staff and office space recommendations for 
redistricting in 2001.  Further, the Committee approved the staff recommendation that 
two computer workstations be purchased and installed by March 2000 for the Legislative 
Building in Carson City and the Grant Sawyer State Office Building in Las Vegas.  These 
workstations have provided legislators and others with the opportunity to become familiar 
with redistricting computers, printers, and software. 
 

• May 3, 2000, in Las Vegas and videoconferenced to Carson City—The Committee was 
advised that Nevada was second to only one other state in improved census response rate 
from 1990 to 2000 and that field enumerators were at work throughout the state to count 
those people who did not respond initially to the census questionnaires.   

 
It was reported that the Phase 2 Voting District Project was on schedule and that the 
redistricting workstations were ready for training programs.  The Committee also received 
a comprehensive overview of legal principles, constitutional and statutory provisions, and 
court decisions relating to redistricting and reapportionment from LCB’s Legal Division. 
 
The Committee provided direction to staff concerning a redraft of proposed redistricting 
rules for the 2001 Session, including reference to the reporting of race data in accordance 
with Bulletin No. 00-02 of the federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB).  Please 
see Appendix F.  The leaders of each party of both houses in the Legislature, all of whom 
served on the Committee, approved the concept of placing redistricting workstations in 
each of the four leadership suites (such as in caucus conference rooms) for the 
2001 Session.   
 
Staff of the Research Division and Information Systems Unit of LCB distributed map 
atlases of the various current legislative districts and 2000 population projections in each 
district.  The Committee directed staff, after certain refinements were completed, to 
distribute this information to each member of the Legislature.   
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• September 29, 2000, in Carson City and videoconferenced to Las Vegas—Committee 
members received a comprehensive report on Census 2000 from Marshall L. Turner, Jr., 
Chief of the Census 2000 Redistricting Data Office, Census Bureau, Washington, D.C.  
Mr. Turner informed the Committee that the tabulations of Census 2000 are on schedule 
and that Nevada should receive detailed census information sometime in March 2001.  He 
noted that Nevada has been placed in the first tier of states to receive this data based on the 
Legislature’s request for priority status because of the 120-day session.  Further, 
Mr. Turner reported that the final decision of the Census Bureau concerning the release to 
all states of adjusted population counts, in addition to the unadjusted counts, will not be 
made until late February 2001.   

 
The Committee also reviewed technology for displaying redistricting plans in caucus and 
committee rooms, received testimony by staff on multimember legislative districts, 
and reviewed possible time lines for the 2001 Session.   
 
Testimony given by representatives of the NAACP; Inter-Tribal Council of Nevada, Inc.; 
the Nevada Indian Commission; and the Washoe Tribal Council focused on the need for the 
2001 Legislature to communicate with racial minority groups during redistricting efforts.  
They also requested that cohesive communities of these racial groups not be improperly 
fractured during redistricting.   
 
The Committee asked that statewide voting statistics for the 1996 and 2000 Presidential 
contests and the U.S. Senate contests of 1998 and 2000, be included in the redistricting 
database.  Finally, the Committee adopted general rules for redistricting that will be 
recommended to the 2001 Legislature (Appendix D). 

 
• January 22, 2001, in Carson City and videoconferenced to Las Vegas—The Committee 

received testimony from representatives of those entities whose districts must be 
reapportioned or redistricted during the 2001 Session:  State Board of Education, David C. 
Sheffield, President; University of Nevada Board of Regents, Thalia Dondero, Chair, and 
Jane Nichols, Chancellor, UCCSN; Nevada Congressional District No. 2, Robert S. 
Uithoven, District Director for United States (U.S.) Representative Jim Gibbons; and 
Nevada Congressional District No. 1, U.S. Representative Shelley Berkley.   
 
Staff of the LCB provided the Committee with an updated booklet containing maps of 
current legislative districts together with 2000 population projections.  In addition, 
LCB staff presented information concerning the results of the 2000 decennial census, 
Census 2000 redistricting products and election data tables, and the potential release by the 
Census Bureau of statistically adjusted population figures.  Please see Appendices G and H. 
 
The Committee approved Proposed Rule IV of the “Rules for Reapportionment and 
Redistricting by the 2001 Nevada Legislature” which contains parameters for requesting 
reapportionment and redistricting bills during the upcoming session (Appendix D). 
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III.  2000 CENSUS AND REDISTRICTING 
 

Article 1, Section 2 of the United States Constitution states: 
 
Representatives and direct Taxes shall be apportioned among the several States 
which may be included within this Union, according to their respective 
numbers....The actual Enumeration shall be made within three Years after the 
first Meeting of the Congress of the United States, and within every subsequent 
Term of ten Years, in such Manner as they shall by Law direct. 
 

A. Importance of a Complete and Accurate Count of Nevada’s Population 
 
 This famous passage from Article I, Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution is the basis for 

conducting a decennial census and provides one of several important reasons for the 
Nevada Legislature’s interest in helping to ensure that all of the state’s residents are 
counted. 

 
 1. Representation in the United States Congress—“Apportionment” is the process of 

dividing the 435 memberships, or seats, in the House of Representatives among the 
50 states.  As prescribed by the Constitution, the first decennial census was conducted 
in 1790.  Thomas Jefferson, Secretary of State at the time, directed the enumeration.  
Since then, the census has been taken in each year ending in the zero digit.  At the 
conclusion of each census, the results are used for calculating the number of House 
memberships each state is entitled to have over the next ten-year period. 

 
On December 28, 2000, the Census Bureau released population totals for states.  Based 
on those figures, the U.S. House of Representatives will be reapportioned for 
the 108th Congress.  When that event occurs, Nevada will have three seats in the House 
of Representatives.  The last time Nevada received an additional congressional 
representative was after the 1980 census when the number of seats in the U.S. House 
of Representatives allocated to the state was increased from one to two. 
 

 2. Redistricting of Legislative and Other District Boundaries—The Nevada Legislature 
is responsible for redrawing the districts of a number of elected officers.  In order to 
provide for the correct number of people in each district, state lawmakers need accurate 
population counts.  The results of the 2000 census are used for this purpose to ensure 
that the “one person, one vote” principle is adhered to.  The Legislature must redraw 
the districts of members of the Legislature.  There currently are 21 senators and 
42 Assembly members, but the 2001 Legislature may change those numbers as long as 
the total number of members does not exceed 75 and the Assembly is from two to 
three times larger than the Senate.  The Legislature also must redraw the districts of the 
State Board of Education and the UCCSN’s Board of Regents.  Currently, these bodies 
each have 11 members.   
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 3. Distribution of Federal and State Revenues—The 1990 census undercounted 
Nevada’s residents by nearly 29,000 people.  This figure represented an undercount of 
2.3 percent, which was the sixth largest undercount percentage among the 50 states in 
the nation.  If a similar undercount occurred with the 2000 census, the Census Bureau 
would miss nearly 47,000 of the state’s approximately 2 million population.  Such an 
undercount could translate into a loss to Nevada of $31 million per year in federal 
money, as many federal programs use the census numbers to allocate funds to the 
states. 

  
  In addition, many taxes authorized or imposed by Nevada are distributed in whole or in 

part on the basis of population.  Please see Appendix E.  Following is a brief review of 
seven specific references to allocations of state revenues based on population that are in 
Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS): 

 
(a) Intracounty Distribution of Six Taxes From the Local Government Tax Distribution 

Account (NRS 360.690)—After all base monthly allocations of revenue have been 
made to the eligible local governments in a county from the Basic City-County 
Relief Tax, Supplemental City-County Relief Tax (SCCRT), Vehicle Privilege 
Tax, Real Property Transfer Tax, Cigarette Tax, and Liquor Tax, any excess 
revenue is distributed to the county and any cities and towns based, in part, on the 
relative population change of each entity from one fiscal year to the next. 

 
(b) Intracounty Distribution of 1 Cent Gasoline Tax for Road Maintenance 

(NRS 365.196)—Revenue collected within any county that includes at least 
one city must be distributed to the county and any cities in proportion to the 
respective populations of the unincorporated area of the county and the cities.   

 
(c) Distribution of 3.6 Cents Statewide Gasoline Tax to Each County (NRS 365.550)—

The proceeds from this tax are allocated to each county based on a formula that 
assigns equal weight to four factors.  One of these factors is the population of the 
county.  

 
(d) Intracounty Distribution of 2.35 Cents of the 3.6 Cents Gasoline Tax 

(NRS 365.550)—After each county with at least one city receives its share of the 
3.6 cents gasoline tax, an amount equivalent to 2.35 cents of the tax must be 
allocated to the county and any cities based upon the same four-factor formula 
used to distribute the revenues to the counties.  For purposes of the intracounty 
distribution, the population figure used for the county reflects only the population 
in the unincorporated areas.  

 
(e) Distribution to Counties of 50 Cents Per Gallon Tax on Hard Liquor 

(NRS 369.173)—Revenue collected by the state from this portion of the liquor tax 
is distributed to the counties in proportion to their respective populations.  The 
liquor tax revenues received at the county level are then combined with five other 
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revenues in the Local Government Tax Distribution Account to be distributed by 
formula to eligible local governments within each county.   

 
(f) Distribution to Counties of Cigarette Tax Equivalent to 10 Cents Per Pack 

(NRS 370.260)—Revenue collected by the state from this portion of the cigarette 
tax is distributed to the counties in proportion to their respective populations.  The 
cigarette tax revenues received at the county level are then combined with 
five other revenues in the Local Government Tax Distribution Account to be 
distributed to eligible local governments within each county.  

 
(g) Distribution to 11 Counties of Supplemental City-County Relief Tax 

(NRS 377.057)—Whenever the population growth in Douglas, Esmeralda, Eureka, 
Lander, Lincoln, Lyon, Mineral, Nye, Pershing, Storey or White Pine Counties, 
combined with the percentage change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI), is less 
than the increase in statewide revenues from the SCCRT, the allocation of SCCRT 
revenue to that county is increased from the preceding fiscal year based on the 
combination of county population growth and the CPI increase.  The SCCRT 
revenues received at the county level are then combined with five other revenues 
in the Local Government Tax Distribution Account to be distributed to eligible 
local governments within each county. 

 
These taxes are all within Title 32 of NRS.  Pursuant to NRS 360.285, for the purposes 
of Title 32 (Chapters 360-377B), the Governor shall, on or before March 1 of each 
year, certify the population of each town, township, city, and county in the state from 
the determination submitted to him by the Department of Taxation.  Where any tax is 
collected by the Department of Taxation for apportionment, in whole or in part, to any 
political subdivision, and the basis of the apportionment is the population of the 
political subdivision, the department shall use the populations certified by the 
Governor. 
 
Thus, for the existing taxes that are distributed according to “population,” it is the 
annual population estimates as certified by the Governor that control the distribution, 
and not the “population” as reported by the Census Bureau. 

 
B. Redistricting Data Program 
 
 As was the case in 1990, Nevada is participating in all phases of the Census Bureau’s 

Redistricting Data Program.  This program involves three primary phases: 
 

1. Phase 1 (Block Boundary Suggestion Project)—Participation in the Block Boundary 
Suggestion Project by states was voluntary.  During this phase of the program, which 
ran from 1995 to December 1998, participating states were allowed to suggest visible 
features on census maps that they wished the Census Bureau to maintain in establishing 
boundaries for the census blocks for which population totals will be provided.  States 
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suggested visible features such as streams, ridge lines, overhead power lines, and so 
on, that correspond as closely as possible with the current or projected boundaries of 
their election precincts, wards, or polling areas (which the Census Bureau refers to as 
voting districts or VTDs). 

 
2. Phase 2 (Voting District Project)—The purpose of this phase of the program, which 

ran from December 1998 through January 2000, was to allow states to outline their 
legislative districts and existing election precincts (i.e., VTDs) on census maps and in 
electronic files using the features shown on the maps and in the electronic files so that 
they could be incorporated into the geographic database that was used to take the 
census.  Participation by states in Phase 2 also was voluntary. 

 
3. Phase 3 (Data Delivery Project)—Under the provisions of Public Law (P.L.) 94-171, 

the Census Bureau is required to provide each governor and the majority and minority 
leaders of each state legislature with Census 2000 population totals for counties, 
American Indian areas, cities, towns, county subdivisions, census tracts, block groups, 
and blocks.  States that participated in Phase 2 of the Redistricting Data Program, such 
as Nevada, will receive data summaries for local voting districts (e.g., existing election 
precincts) that meet the Census Bureau’s technical criteria.  The Census 2000 
P.L. 94-171 redistricting data will include population totals by race, Hispanic origin, 
and voting age.  Please see Appendix I for a list of the 63 categories of possible race 
combinations for reporting of Census 2000 data. 

  
  This data will be accompanied by census maps showing blocks, census tracts, counties, 

towns, cities, county subdivisions, and voting districts for participating states.  Some 
states, including Nevada, will have also defined their current legislative districts, and 
totals will be included for these areas as well.  Comparable geographic files also will be 
provided to the designated state officials under P.L. 94-171.   

 
  The Census Bureau must provide this information to the states no later than April 1, 

2001.  Nevada has formally requested priority in receiving its data because of the 
constitutional duty of the Legislature to apportion itself at its first session after the 
taking of the decennial census and because of the now limited length of legislative 
sessions in Nevada (Appendix L). 

 
  Appendices J through P document Nevada’s participation in the Census Bureau’s 

Redistricting Data Program.   
 
C. Actual Enumeration vs. Statistical Sampling 
 
 In 1999, the Census Bureau announced a plan to use statistical sampling in the 

2000 census.  The reason offered by the Census Bureau for using statistical sampling was 
to address a chronic and apparently growing problem of undercounting of some identifiable 
groups, including certain minorities, children, and renters.   
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 In the U.S. Supreme Court case of Department of Commerce v. United States House of 

Representatives, 525 U.S. 316 (1999), the Court concluded that the Census Act prohibits 
the use of statistical sampling in calculating the population for purposes of apportioning 
congressional seats.  Given the Court’s decision, the Census Bureau planned to produce 
two sets of population figures—a traditional head-count version upon which congressional 
apportionment is based and a second set of numbers that corrects for the undercount.   

 
The Census Bureau is scheduled to decide in late February 2001 whether the detailed final 
census data to be released to the states will be statistically adjusted for accuracy.  The 
U.S. Department of Commerce adopted a regulation, effective November 6, 2000, that sets 
forth the procedure to be followed in determining whether statistical sampling will improve 
the overall accuracy of the census data.  This regulation provides that a committee 
composed of Census Bureau senior career professionals shall make a recommendation to 
the Director of the Census Bureau as to whether making an adjustment to the census data 
based on statistical sampling will result in a more accurate census.  Thereafter, the Director 
of the Census Bureau will consider the committee’s recommendation and decide whether to 
release adjusted numbers or the traditional head count as the official P.L. 94-171 census 
data. 

 
Three possible scenarios could occur as a result of the regulation: 

 
1. If the committee recommends that the census data be adjusted for the undercount but 

the Director of the Census Bureau does not concur, then all states would receive both 
the adjusted and unadjusted population figures, but the unadjusted numbers would be 
issued as P.L. 94-171 census data. 

 
2. However, if the committee recommends that an adjustment be made to the census data 

and the Director of the Census Bureau agrees with that recommendation, then the states 
would receive both set of data—adjusted and unadjusted—but the adjusted figures would 
be issued as the official P.L. 94-171 census data.   

 
3. In the event the committee recommends that the census data not be adjusted, only the 

unadjusted population count will be released to the states. 
 

The apportioning of Congress was based on the unadjusted state population totals released 
by the Census Bureau on December 28, 2000, and this apportionment would not be 
impacted by the release of sample-adjusted numbers as the official P.L. 94-171 census 
data.  In the absence of clarification from the U.S. Supreme Court, if the Census Bureau 
releases both adjusted and unadjusted data under either of the scenarios described in 
paragraphs 1 and 2 above, the Legislature must decide which set of numbers to use for 
redistricting the congressional delegation, the state legislature, the UCCSN’s Board of 
Regents, and the State Board of Education.   
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The regulation adopted by the U.S. Department of Commerce further provides that the 
determination of the Director of the Census Bureau whether to use adjusted or unadjusted 
numbers as the P.L. 94-171 census data is not subject to review, reconsideration, or 
reversal by the U.S. Secretary of Commerce.  The intent of this specific provision was to 
remove politics from the decision-making process.  The regulation remains effective until 
amended or revoked by the U.S. Secretary of Commerce. 

 
D. Schedule of Release of Census 2000 Data Elements 
 
 1. State Population Totals—On December 28, 2000, the Census Bureau released the first 

results from Census 2000, which showed the resident population of the United States on 
April 1, 2000, was 281,421,906.  This figure represented a 13.2 percent increase over 
the 248,709,873 persons counted during the 1990 census.   

 
  Nevada’s resident population was reported at 1,998,257 persons, a 66.3 percent 

increase over the state’s 1990 population of 1,201,833.  For the fourth decade in a row, 
Nevada was the fastest growing state in the nation. 

 
 2. Detailed Census Information—Detailed population and demographic data for Nevada 

is scheduled to be released in March 2001. 
 

 
IV.  LEGAL REQUIREMENTS FOR REDISTRICTING 

 
The Nevada Legislature is responsible for redistricting congressional, state legislative, UCCSN 
Board of Regents, and State Board of Education districts. 
 
A. Nevada Constitutional Requirements 
 
 Several provisions of the Constitution of the State of Nevada relate directly to the method 

of reapportionment used in this state: 
 

• Section 13, Article 1 of the Constitution of the State of Nevada requires representation 
to be apportioned according to population.  The purpose of this section is to secure to 
each citizen equal representation in the making of the laws of this state.  State ex rel. 
Winnie v. Stoddard, 25 Nev. 452, 62 Pac. 237 (1900). 

 
• Section 5, Article 4 of the Constitution of the State of Nevada requires that, after each 

decennial census of the United States, the Legislature shall fix by law the number of 
senators and assemblymen and apportion them among legislative districts established by 
statute, according to the number of inhabitants in them respectively. 

 
• Section 6, Article 15 of the Constitution of the State of Nevada provides that the 

aggregate number of members of both branches of the Legislature must never 
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exceed 75.  Section 5, Article 4 requires that the number of senators shall not be less 
than one-third nor more than one-half of the number of Assembly members. 

 
• Section 13, Article 15 of the Constitution of the State of Nevada provides that the 

census taken under the direction of Congress every ten years shall serve as the basis of 
representation in both houses of the Legislature. 

 
 In 1971, Nevada’s Attorney General interpreted the provisions of Section 5, Article 4 of 

the Constitution of the State of Nevada and indicated that the Legislature must reapportion 
at the first regular session following each decennial census, provided it deems that data is 
then available which is sufficiently definitive to provide the basis for reapportionment in 
compliance with the “one-person, one-vote” principle.  Otherwise, reapportionment must 
be accomplished at a special session to be called after the necessary data is available.  
Please see Appendix Q.   

  
B. U.S. Constitutional Requirements 
 
 Article 1, Section 2, of the United States Constitution provides that congressional 

representatives shall be apportioned among the several states according to their respective 
numbers.  On the basis of this provision, the U.S. Supreme Court has held that population 
of congressional districts must be “as nearly equal as practicable.”  Any population 
deviation among congressional districts within Nevada, no matter how small, could render 
a reapportionment plan unconstitutional if an alternative plan with a smaller population 
deviation could have been adopted. 

 
 In addition, the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment to the United States 

Constitution is the basis for the equal population requirement for state legislative districts.  
A redistricting plan can withstand a constitutional challenge if it only has minor deviations 
in population among districts.  The U.S. Supreme Court has indicated that a redistricting 
plan with a maximum deviation under 10 percent likely would fall within the “minor 
deviations” category.   However, the Legislature should not assume that any legislative 
redistricting plan having up to a 10 percent overall deviation is safe from successful 
challenge.  Such a plan could be stricken down if a challenge were to succeed based on 
some other legal requirement. 

 
 A redistricting plan with a maximum population deviation greater than 10 percent creates a 

prima facie case of discrimination and must be justified by the state.  A state that adopts a 
plan with a deviation of more than 10 percent would have the burden of showing that 
(a) the more-than-10-percent range is necessary to implement a “rational state policy,” and 
(b) it does not dilute or take away the voting strength of any particular group of citizens.  
Affording representation to political subdivisions is the only “rational state policy” that has 
expressly been accepted by the U.S. Supreme Court as justification for a legislative 
districting plan that has an overall deviation of more than 10 percent.  Lower courts have 
accepted a desire to provide for compactness of districts or to protect a particular 
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community of interest as “rational state policies” justifying a deviation of greater than 
10 percent.  Court-drawn plans are held to a higher standard; that is, they usually will have 
a deviation of substantially less than 10 percent. 

 
 The deviation between the largest and smallest Nevada Senate districts in 1991 was 

2.6 percent, while the maximum deviation in the Nevada Assembly was 4.5 percent. 
 
C. Ethnic and Language Minority Considerations 
 
 The 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution guarantees to all persons equal protection 

and due process under law.  The 15th Amendment prohibits the abridgment or denial of the 
right to vote on the basis of race or color.  Discriminatory purpose and discriminatory 
results are necessary elements of a successful challenge under the 14th or 
15th Amendments. 

 
 1. Voting Rights Act 
 
  Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (42 U.S.C. § 1973) prohibits a state from 

imposing any voting qualification, standard, practice, or procedure that results in the 
denial or abridgement of any citizen’s right to vote on account of race, color, or status 
as a member of a language minority group.  Under Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, 
a voting practice is unlawful if it results in a denial or abridgment of the right to vote 
on account of race, color, or membership in a language minority group.  It is not 
necessary to prove a discriminatory intent to establish a violation of Section 2 of the 
Act. 

 
 2. Drawing Minority Districts 
 
  The issue of racial and ethnic discrimination has often arisen in connection with the 

multimember form of districting.  Minority groups challenged the multimember form of 
districting claiming that their minority group could be a majority of the population if 
they were placed in a single-member district but were unable to be a majority when 
placed in a multimember district.  In the case of Thornburg v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 30 
(1986), the U.S. Supreme Court held that multimember districts are not a per se 
violation of the rights of minority voters.  In Thornburg v. Gingles, the Court noted 
that to successfully challenge a multimember district, a minority group must show that 
(1) it is sufficiently large and geographically compact to constitute a majority in a 
single-member district, (2) it is politically cohesive, and (3) the majority of the 
population of the district votes sufficiently as a bloc so that the majority usually defeats 
the preferred candidate of the minority.  After finding these factors, the Court must also 
find that based on the totality of the circumstances that members of a protected class 
have less opportunity than other members of the electorate to participate in the political 
process and to elect representatives of their choice.  In other cases the Court has 
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invalidated the use of multimember legislative districts where the use of such districts 
impedes the ability of minority voters to elect representatives of their choice. 

 
  To avoid a legal challenge based upon an unlawful discrimination against a minority 

group, in drawing a minority district, the Legislature must avoid “packing” and 
“fracturing.”  “Packing” is drawing district boundary lines so that the members of a 
minority group are concentrated, or “packed,” into so few districts that they become a 
supermajority in the packed districts—constituting perhaps 80 or 90 percent of the 
district’s population.  As members of a “packed” district, they can elect representatives 
from those districts, but their votes in excess of a simple majority are “wasted” to the 
extent that they are not available to help elect representatives in other districts.   

 
  “Fracturing” is drawing district lines so that the minority population is broken up.  

Rather than allowing the minority to concentrate voting strength in a few districts— 
enabling the minority to elect representatives in those districts—the members of the 
minority are spread among many districts, resulting in the minority group being a 
minority of the population in every district. 

 
  The U.S. Supreme Court has upheld the use of a “65 percent rule” in a district to 

facilitate the election of a representative of the minority group.  A minority district with 
less than 65 percent minority population may indicate fracturing, while a minority 
district with 75 percent or more minority population may indicate packing.  This 
number (65 percent) is considered to be an appropriate percentage to ensure a simple 
majority (51 percent) of the district’s voting population is made up of minorities and to 
overcome three typical considerations in a minority neighborhood—less population of 
voting age, less voter registration, and lower voter turnout. 

 
 3. Racial Gerrymandering  
 
  In drawing minority districts in its redistricting plan, the Legislature must be careful not 

to make race the dominant factor in its redistricting plan.  To succeed in a racial 
gerrymandering case, the plaintiffs must prove both that race is the dominant and 
controlling rationale in drawing district lines and that the legislature subordinated 
traditional race-neutral districting principles to racial considerations. 

 
  Several criteria have been recognized by the courts to constitute traditional districting 

principles.  These criteria include: 
 

(a) Compactness; 
 
(b) Contiguity; 
 
(c) Preservation of political subdivisions (e.g., counties and cities); 
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(d) Preservation of communities of interest; 
 
(e) Preservation of cores of prior districts; 
 
(f) Protection of incumbents; and 
 
(g) Compliance with Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act. 

 
D. Multimember Legislative Districts 
 
 1. Legal Status 
 
  In the landmark case Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533 (1964), the U.S. Supreme Court 

held that both houses of a bicameral legislature must be apportioned on the basis of 
population.  It was this decision that started the process of putting an end to the practice 
of assigning legislators in one house just on the basis of counties regardless of 
population.  The Court held that multimember legislative districts could be used in one 
or both houses of the legislature.  In 1971, the Court reaffirmed its holding that the use 
of multimember state legislative districts is not per se unconstitutional but may be 
subject to a challenge where the circumstances of a particular case operate to minimize 
or cancel out the voting strength of a minority group. 

 
  In 1986, the U.S. Supreme Court created a three-part test to be used to determine 

whether a multimember district operates to dilute or cancel the voting strength of a 
minority group.  First, the minority group must show that it is sufficiently large and 
geographically compact to constitute a majority in a single member district.  Second, it 
must be demonstrated that the minority group is politically cohesive.  Third, the 
minority group must demonstrate that the majority usually votes sufficiently as a bloc to 
enable it to defeat the candidate preferred by the minority group.  After these factors 
are demonstrated, the Court must find that, based on the totality of the circumstances, 
members of a protected class have less opportunity than other members of the electorate 
to participate in the political process and to elect representatives of their choice. 

 
  This test also is now used to show that single-member districts may be used in an 

unconstitutional manner such as when packing or fracturing is present. 
 
  In 1972, a federal district court, in Stewart v. O’Callaghan, held that the use of 

multimember districts in Nevada for the election of senators in urban counties was not 
constitutionally impermissible in the absence of a showing that the use operated to 
dilute or cancel the voting strength of any segment of political grouping. 

 
  While the U.S. Supreme Court has repeatedly held that the use of multimember districts 

is not unconstitutional per se, in cases of court-ordered reapportionment schemes, the 
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Court prefers single-member districts to large multimember districts.  In addition, with 
regard to congressional districts, federal law prohibits the use of multimember districts. 

 
 2. Multimember Legislative Districts in Nevada 
 
  Multimember legislative districts have been in use in Nevada since statehood.  From 

1861 through 1961, counties were the basic unit of redistricting.  Several different 
counties—apparently depending on population and the boom and bust cycles—served as 
multimember districts ranging in size from 2 to 4 members in the Senate and from 2 to 
14 members in the Assembly.   

 
  With the advent of population-based redistricting for both houses of the Legislature in 

1965, the use of multimember districts continued.  In the 1965 reapportionment, the 
20-member Senate had 11 single-member districts and 2 multimember districts.  The 
multimember districts included a five-member Clark County district and a four-member 
Washoe/Storey County district.  The 40-member Assembly had seven single-member 
districts; two nine-member districts (one each in Clark and Washoe/Storey Counties); 
one three-member district (in Washoe County); and six two-member districts (in Clark, 
Douglas/Ormsby, Elko, and Lincoln/White Pine Counties). 

 
  Under the 1971 reapportionment, the Senate had seven single-member districts, a 

four-member district in Washoe County, and seven-member and two-member districts 
in Clark County.  The Assembly in 1971 shifted to all single-member districts and has 
remained under the same configuration ever since. 

 
  In the 1981 reapportionment, the 21-member Nevada Senate created seven 

single-member districts:  five two-member districts in Clark County and 
two two-member districts in Washoe County. 

 
  Under the 1991 reapportionment plan, the Senate provided for 11 single-member 

districts and only retained multimember districts in Clark County, with 
five two-member districts. 

 
 3. Multimember Legislative Districts in Other States 
 
  Multimember legislative districts are used not only in Nevada, but in 12 other states as 

well (Appendix R).  Vermont and New Hampshire have the largest number of seats in 
multimember districts.  For example, Vermont has 30 state senators and 13 senate 
districts.  There are six senators in that state’s largest multimember district.  
New Hampshire has 400 House members and only 132 House districts.  There are 
36 House members in that state’s largest multimember district. 
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E. Partisan Gerrymandering 
 
 Partisan gerrymandering cases are justiciable under the Equal Protection Clause of the 

14th Amendment.  Unconstitutional discrimination occurs only when the electoral system is 
arranged in a manner that will consistently degrade the influence of a group of voters on 
the political process as a whole.  To successfully challenge a districting plan on this basis, 
the plaintiff must show intentional discrimination and an actual discriminatory effect. 

 
 

V.  POPULATION TRENDS AND FORECASTS  
 

On December 28, 2000, the Census Bureau submitted to President Clinton the final actual 
population counts from Census 2000, by state.  The final resident total for Nevada, as of 
Census Day on April 1, 2000, was 1,998,257.  This total represented a 66.3 percent increase 
in Nevada’s population over the ten-year period from April 1, 1990. 
 
A. Trends 
 
 Nevada has been the fastest growing state in the nation, by percentage increase, for each of 

the last four decades.  Further, Nevada was second only to Florida in percentage increase  
(78.7 percent Florida and 78.0 percent Nevada) between 1950 and 1960. 

 
 Following its statehood in 1864, Nevada remained the smallest state in the nation for 

95 years until Alaska joined the union in 1959.  Today, Nevada ranks 35th in population 
among the 50 states.  The following tabulations and graphs show Nevada’s dramatic 
growth over the past fifty years.  It also should be noted that Nevada’s population in 1980 
earned the state a second member in the U.S. House of Representatives, while its count in 
2000 will result in a third representative.   

 

Population Growth in the State of Nevada
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Census Year Nevada Population 
Percentage Increase or Decrease  

Over Prior Census 
1900  42,335 (-10.6%) 
1910  81,875 93.4% 
1920  77,407 (-5.5%) 
1930  91,058 17.6% 
1940  110,247 21.1% 
1950  160,247 45.2% 
1960  285,278 78.0% 
1970  488,738 71.3% 
1980  800,508 63.8% 
1990  1,201,833 50.1% 
2000  1,998,257 66.3% 

 
 The Nevada State Demographer currently projects that 2,611,453 people will reside in 

Nevada by the year 2010.  If that number proves accurate, the percentage increase for the 
2000-2010 decade will be 30.7 percent.  That rate of growth also could qualify Nevada for 
a fourth seat in the U.S. House of Representatives following the 2010 census. 

 
B. Geographical Distribution of Nevada’s Population 
 
 The rate of population growth in Clark County has continued to outpace that of the rest of 

the state since World War II.  In 1940, Clark County had just 14.9 percent of Nevada’s 
population.  By 1950, that number had increased to 29.9 percent.  In 1963, Clark County’s 
population exceeded half of the state total for the first time.   

 
 Estimates by the Research Division of LCB and the Nevada State Demographer indicate 

that Clark County had between 68 and 69 percent of Nevada’s total population on 
Census Day 2000.  The Census Bureau will release detailed information for Census 2000 
sometime in March 2001, which will allow the Legislature to evaluate fully the impact of 
Clark County’s growth on legislative and other districts in the state.  Prior to the release of 
that data, state leaders may wish to use the following information developed by legislative 
staff. 

 

 1990 2000 

Geographical Area 1990 Census 
Percent of 

Total 2000 Census 
Percent of 

Total 
Clark County  741,459  61.7  1,372,327 68.7 
Washoe County  254,667  21.2  327,470 16.4 
Balance of State  205,707  17.1  298,460 14.9 
State Total  1,201,833  100.0  *1,998,257 100.0 

 *Actual total released by U.S. Census Bureau. 
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C. Forecasts 
 
 The staff of the Research Division also estimated the 2000 population for each current 

legislative district.  These estimates should be helpful to the Legislature prior to the receipt 
of detailed census information.  These estimates, which were developed using a variety of 
information sources, are attached to this report as Appendices G and H.   

 
 If the 2001 Nevada Legislature decides to retain a 21-member Senate and a 42-member 

Assembly, Clark County will gain an estimated three Assembly districts and one-and-a-half 
Senate districts.  Of course, this would result in a corresponding net reduction of 
three Assembly and one-and-a-half Senate districts in northern and rural Nevada.  
Appendix B of this report outlines the geographical distribution and ideal population of 
legislative districts under alternative numbers of members in each house.  The 
2001 Legislature may authorize an increase in the number of its members as long as the 
total does not exceed 75 and the Assembly has from two to three times more members than 
the Senate. 

 
 

VI.  FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
The Committee recommended adoption of redistricting rules in accordance with the document 
titled “Rules for Reapportionment and Redistricting by the 2001 Nevada Legislature.”  These 
suggested rules appear in their entirety in Appendix D to this report and address the following 
general topics: 
 
1. Equality of Representation—State legislative districts must have only minor deviations in 

population among districts, and the population of each of the Nevada congressional districts 
must be as nearly equal as is practicable.  Equality of population in accordance with the 
standards for state legislative districts also is the goal of redistricting for the State Board of 
Education and the Board of Regents. 

 
2. Population Database for Redistricting—The total state population, and the population of 

defined subunits thereof, as determined by the 2000 census shall be the exclusive database 
for redistricting by the Nevada Legislature. 

 
3. Districts—All district boundaries created by a redistricting plan must follow the census 

geography. 
 
4. Procedures for Redistricting Committees—A legislator or member of the public may 

present to the redistricting committees (the committee in each house having jurisdiction 
over legislative measures relating to redistricting) any plans or proposals relating to 
redistricting, including proposals for redistricting specific districts or all of the state 
legislative districts, congressional districts, districts for the Board of Regents, or districts 
for the State Board of Education for consideration by the redistricting committees.  Bill 
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draft requests (including bills in skeletal form) setting forth specific boundaries of the state 
legislative districts, congressional districts, districts for the Board of Regents, or districts 
for the State Board of Education (and amendments affecting a majority of the state 
legislative districts) may only be requested by the chairmen of the redistricting committees.  
The chairmen of the redistricting committees shall be limited to one request each for a bill 
draft setting forth the specific boundaries of the state legislative districts, one request each 
for a bill draft setting forth specific boundaries of the congressional districts, one request 
each for a bill draft setting forth the specific boundaries of the districts for the Board of 
Regents, and one request each for a bill draft setting for the specific boundaries of the 
districts of the State Board of Education. 

 
5. Compliance With the Voting Rights Act—The redistricting committees will not consider a 

plan that violates Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, which prohibits any state from 
imposing any voting qualification, standard, practice, or procedure that results in the denial 
or abridgment of any United States citizen’s right to vote on account of race, color, or 
status as a member of a language minority group.  In addition, the redistricting committees 
will not consider a plan that is racially gerrymandered.  For the purpose of analyzing the 
2000 census data, the redistricting committees shall adopt the method set forth in the 
United States Office of Management and Budget Bulletin No. 00-02 for aggregating and 
allocating the 63 categories of race data that will be reported to Nevada by the Census 
Bureau as part of the federal decennial census. 

 
6. Public Participation—The redistricting committees shall seek and encourage public 

participation in all aspects of the reapportionment and redistricting activities and the widest 
range of public input into the deliberations relating to those activities.  In addition, the 
Legislative Counsel Bureau shall make available to the public copies of the validated 
2000 census database for the cost of reproducing the database, and the redistricting 
committees shall make available for review by the public, copies of all maps prepared at 
the direction of the committees. 

 
 

VII.  CONCLUSION 
 
This report was prepared and designed to be of particular assistance to its primary audience—
the members of the 71st Session of the Nevada Legislature.  The goal of its authors was to be 
comprehensive yet concise, with a wide range of topics covered in more detail in the various 
appendices.   
 
The report will be supplemented with various maps, charts, and tabulations following the 
receipt and analysis of detailed Census 2000 information as released by the Census Bureau.  
Among other matters, supplemental information prepared by staff of the LCB will include: 
 
• The geographical distribution of population in the state;  
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• Population by current district;  
 
• Ideal district sizes based on alternative numbers of members; and 
 
• Other information to assist the Legislature in its reapportionment and redistricting duties. 
 
Staff of the LCB may be contacted for additional information on the following topics: 
 

Topic LCB Staff Contact 

Demographic and geographical considerations, 
regional analysis, and general information concerning 
reapportionment and redistricting 

Robert E. Erickson 
Research Director 
775/684-6825 

Historical data and technical assistance with computer 
redistricting software in southern Nevada 

Brian L. Davie 
Legislative Services Officer 
Las Vegas Office 
702/486-2800 

Legal issues; participation of the state in Census 2000 
Redistricting Data Program 

Scott G. Wasserman 
Chief Deputy Legislative Counsel 
775/684-6830 
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